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CITY MANAGER’S

STATEMENT
Mayor and Members of Council,
I am pleased to present the City Manager’s
proposed budget for Fiscal Year 2023 (FY23) and
the associated five-year Capital Improvement Plan.
Our team of dedicated public servants, together
with City Council, brilliantly managed the COVID
financial impact resulting in a healthy reserve,
revenues that outperformed projections, and
major federal grant programs to relieve strained
funding needs. These strategies have served
Williamsburg well and now allow us to lower the
tax rate to 62 cents, a 2-cent reduction, as well as
a 20% reduction to the valuation of your personal
property, which includes vehicles.
In last year’s budget construction, we relied on
an article published by the Government Finance
Officers Association (GFOA) that outlined three
leadership tasks for recovery from financial
distress: Bridge the immediate crisis; Reform the
budget in the short term; and Transform plans
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and policies so the government comes back
stronger and more resilient than before. Last year
our budget focused on bridging the immediate
crisis. We used conservatively aggressive revenue
forecasts, revenue from the Tourism Development
Fund, and funds from the City’s reserve to balance
the budget. However, a bridge needs a destination.
Our destination is a reformation of our economy
and budget through generational investments in
major infrastructure and new economic engines.
Even in these challenging times, we need to invest
in our community’s future. This budget 1) funds
major capital expenses, such as a regional indoor
sports complex, that are designed to grow our
economy; 2) includes capital funding for renewed
infrastructure, such as a new library and police
station, to support the next generation of public
service; 3) establishes competitive compensation
to retain and attract the best and brightest to
serve you; and 4) realizes federal assistance
for funding losses during the pandemic. These
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City Manager
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Andrew Trivette was appointed to the role of City Manager in 2018
after joining the City team as Assistant City Manager in 2016. He
has 22 years experience in local government.

Finance Director
Barbara Dameron, CPA
Barbara Dameron was hired as the City’s Finance Director in 2018.
She brings to the City more than 20 years of government finance
accounting experience. She is a CPA and a former president of the
Virginia Government Finance Officers Association.

Finance Deputy Director
Vickie Herrick, CPFO
Vickie Herrick has had a long career with the City of Williamsburg. A
certified finance officer having served as the Interim Director of Finance, she provides a steady hand to budget development.

capital investments, federal grants, and, to a much
smaller degree, changes in compensation account
for the significant increase in the total budget
between FY22 and FY23.

General Fund
$50,499,366

I believe this budget will help taxpayers and
position Williamsburg to weather the current
economic conditions, while allowing us to make
critical investments in our staff, our facilities, and
our economy. We are investing in projects with
planned returns with an eye toward the future
economy. One Williamsburg, the City’s Vision
for 2040, is the guiding principle as we plan to
create One Williamsburg that courageously leads,
innovates a modern city, prioritizes safety and
wellness, engages with our partners, and connects
with the world.

PROPOSED
FY23 TOTAL BUDGET

$115,474,091*
CIP
$46,590,160
Quarterpath
$619,726

Utility
$9,329,139

Public Assistance
$3,421,600
Tourism
$5,014,100

ANDREW OMER TRIVETTE

Please refer to the page J4 - Exhibit 1 - revisions to proposed budget.

*
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DRIVERS

BUDGET

REVENUES

EXPENSES

$1.4M

Recruitment and Retention
Competitive salaries and benefits are one of the
most effective ways to attract and retain talented and high-quality employees. The FY23 Budget
includes $1 million to adjust public safety salaries
and $450,000 to adjust general employee salaries.

$348K

Virginia Retirement System (VRS)
The City’s contribution rate to VRS, which provides
retirement benefits to employees, increased from
15.43% to 17.1% — a $348,000 increase compared
to last year.

10% & 26%

$234K

Real Estate & Personal Property
High demand for housing and vehicles, combined
with limited supply, increased the value of real
property and vehicles. Residential assessments
and personal property values increased by 10% and
26%, respectively.

Health Insurance
The City participates in Virginia’s Local
Choice health insurance program to provide affordable health insurance to its employees. The
FY23 health insurance premiums increased
11% — a $234,000 increase compared to
last year.

$18.4M

$459K

American Rescue Plan Funds (ARPA)
Because the U.S. Treasury’s Final Rule allows
ARPA funds to be used for revenue loss, the City
will apply those funds in FY22 and FY23 to provide
government services. This use allows the City to
continue transformative generational projects in
the City’s Capital Improvement Plan that are geared
to increase revenues and assist in maintaining the
lowest possible tax burden for our residents
and businesses.
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Schools
Investing in education is directly related to a City’s
ability to attract investment in the community
because it provides a skilled workforce. In addition,
education empowers people and transforms lives.
The FY23 Budget increases the City’s investment
in the operational cost of the Williamsburg–James
City County Public Schools by $459K, consistent
with the joint operating contract with James
City County.
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THE FY23 BUDGET HAS FIVE MAJOR
DRIVERS: ECONOMY, RECRUITMENT AND
RETENTION, BENEFITS, ARPA, AND SCHOOLS
The economy’s impact on inflation presents
challenges to citizens and the City. To mitigate the
impact of rising assessments in REAL ESTATE
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY, the FY23 Proposed
Budget includes a real estate tax decrease of
2 cents and a 20% reduction to the valuation of
your vehicles and other personal properties. These
two measures allow the City to deploy additional
revenue toward significant public needs and the
rising costs of providing quality services. At the
same time, these reductions in the tax burden
lessen the impact of inflation and other economic
uncertainties for our residents and businesses.
RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION remains a high
priority for the City. Police and Fire departments
statewide have experienced high employee
turnover during the past several years, trending
upwards of 10-12%. Our public safety turnover
has approached 20% over the last year. Stemming
this loss of qualified team members required swift
action. The City implemented a revised pay plan
in April 2022 that increased salaries in these two
departments to stay competitive with the region.
General government employee recruitment and
retention is also a concern. An internal standing
committee is reviewing the current pay and class
system for the other departments to identify
needed improvements. The FY23 budget dedicates
$450,000 to begin this
multiyear process.
In addition to annual salary, BENEFITS remain
an important consideration as employees seek
an employer who values their contributions. The
City is fortunate to participate in state plans for
both health insurance and retirement benefits,
which provide the lowest possible cost for the
employer and employee while maintaining stellar
coverages. These state plans are not exempt from
increases in cost. The City’s cost for participating
in the Virginia Retirement System will increase
from 15.43% to 17.1% of salary per employee.
Similarly the City’s pooled health insurance plan,
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Local Choice powered by Anthem, will increase its
cost per employee by 11%. Passing these costs on
to employees would nullify gains made in salary
changes and make it even more difficult to attract
and retain quality team members.
The City received $18.4 million from the
AMERICAN RESCUE PLAN ACT (ARPA). Over
the course of FY22, the City engaged with the
public and its strategic partners to plan for the
investment of those funds, resulting in three tiers
of projects, all designed to improve services and
create return-on-investment assets to offset
or reduce the need for additional real property
tax revenue in the future. Since that time, the
federal government has finalized its rules for
how ARPA funds can be used, now allowing for
greater flexibility to recover pandemic-related lost
revenues. The City will leverage the ARPA award
to reduce the financial impacts of those lost
revenues, which in turn will facilitate the planned
one-time investment strategies desired by the
community, our partners, and City Council.
Excellent SCHOOLS are a key component of the
City’s Vision for 2040, and our joint school district
with James City County allows the City to offer a
superb academic and extracurricular environment
to our 1,081 students, up 118 from last year. The
five-year operational contract is currently under
negotiation but on track to be adopted by both
governments in May. The contract requires the
City to contribute a percentage of operational and
capital costs each year based on the number of
students enrolled. That percentage has increased
from 9.68% to 9.98% in FY23, making the City’s
share of the operating budget $9,691,806 — up
5% over the current year due to our higher student
count and increased school costs. Included in the
capital expenses is an expansion project that is
expected to have a total cost between $20 million
and $40 million. The City anticipates issuing bonds
to help meet our contractual obligation to share in
this cost.
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SPECIAL

FUNDS
CIP FUND
The Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) Fund
is a five-year plan for major infrastructure
projects. The FY23 CIP has projects totaling $46.6 million — $45.7 million in City
projects and $900,000 for the City’s share
of schools projects. This is an increase of
$34.9M since last year. The FY23 projects
are funded by $5.1 million in sales tax
and interest income, $21.5 million in bond
financing, $8.7 million in General Fund
transfers, and $3.9 million in grants, as
well as $7.3 million from the CIP reserves
and $94,000 from the schools budget stabilization reserve in the City’s CIP fund.
Such a large transfer from the General
Fund would not be possible if not for the
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ARPA funding the City received and the
ability to use these funds as revenue loss
to provide for government services. Using
this transfer, in conjunction with the bond
issues, allows the City to fund needed generational projects included in City Council’s
Goals, Initiatives, and Outcomes and at the
same time offer a lower tax burden. Projects, such as the police station and school
construction and expansions, will not be
needed again for another 40 to 50 years.
The amphitheater, Research Village, new
downtown library, Triangle Building redevelopment, affordable housing, and improvements to City parks bolster the City’s
economic base and serve our residents.
The City is fortunate to have the opportunity to fund this scope of reformative
projects.
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ARPA FUND
The American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) Fund was created last year to allow for better transparency. This fund
accounts for the activities funded by the State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds under the American Rescue
Plan Act to respond to the impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic. The City will receive a total of $18,419,663 in
two tranches. The first tranche, received in June 2021,
totaled $9.2 million. The second and final tranche is
anticipated to be received in June or July of 2022. City
council will be asked to approve a budget amendment
to appropriate ARPA funds in the General Fund to provide government services. The ARPA Fund also includes ARPA funding for Municipal Utility Relief Funding
and, when approved, will include ARPA Tourism funding
passed through from the Commonwealth. Altogether,
these funds total $19.1 million.
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TOURISM FUND
The Tourism Fund invests in tourism
products and infrastructure that will
generate visitation to Williamsburg,
providing revenue streams that increase
business investment in the community
and help fund government services
for residents while maintaining low
tax rates. The fund is a repository
for all tourism-dedicated revenues
and expenses, which provides better
transparency to the community. The
Tourism Fund is supported by revenues
from the $2 per night per room tax, the
City’s share of the 1% Historic Triangle
sales tax, and a transfer from the
General Fund.
Revenue from the regional 1% sales tax
is split in half for use toward regional
marketing efforts and for use at the
locality’s discretion. When this tax
first implemented in 2017, the City
elected to use its share of the funds to
create a tourism development grant
program, with available annual funds
totaling around $2.4 million. After one
successful year, COVID’s impact on
our budget required City Council to
pause the grant program and redirect
the funds to balance the budget. The
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FY23 budget proposal resumes the
Tourism Development Grant Program
as the City continues to recover from
the pandemic. Funds available for grant
awards are estimated at $1.6 million
by the end of FY22 and to grow to
about $1.9 million by the end of FY23.
In addition to this grant program, the
Tourism Fund includes $1.2 million
for debt service on the regional indoor
sports complex, a former grant
recipient.
The Tourism Fund’s total revenues in
FY23 are expected to be $5 million.
Revenue estimates from sales and
the $2 lodging taxes FY23, which have
increased slightly from FY22, are below
the pre-pandemic FY19 budget by 6%
and 16%, respectively. In addition to
funding the grant program, the Greater
Williamsburg Chamber of Commerce,
and the Tourism Council, the FY23
proposed budget sends half the $2
lodging tax — $455,000 — to the state
for redistribution to the regional Tourism
Council. The budget also provides $1.8
million in funding to tourism partners,
makes available grant funding of
$150,000 for new or expanded tourism
products, and funds administrative
expenses of $261,000.
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UTILITY FUND
The City of Williamsburg operates a water
and sanitary sewer utility using the enterprise
Utility Fund. In operation since 1927, the utility
has been well-managed and well-funded with
historically low rates. Recent years have seen
the narrowing of the margins in this fund due
to conservation efforts and improvements in
lower demand fixtures. During COVID-19 mitigation strategies, consumption dropped further as tourist and student demands dropped.
The Utility Fund has ample reserves to absorb
the short-term revenue decreases without
a rate increase. However, a rate increase is
likely as the general trend toward reduced
consumption and increased costs continues.
Fortunately, the City offers the lowest utility
rate in the region and likely will continue to do
so even with a modest increase in rates.
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DEBT
As of June 30, 2022, the City’s outstanding debt totals will be $16.8 million.
A portion of the outstanding debt refunded the Series 2010 and 2012 debt,
and the remainder was new financing to fund the fire station project. The
debt service (annual debt payment) totals $2,027,238 during FY23. The FY23
Capital Improvement Plan budget anticipates issuing about $22 million in
new debt to fund the police station and Public Works relocation/expansion,
and to address space needs in the Municipal Building. Without significant
revenue growth beyond the current projection, another bond issue of about
$14 million is anticipated in FY26 to fund a new library, a portion of the school
district’s planned expansion and new construction projects, and various other
CIP projects. Financing multi-generational projects using bonds will benefit
taxpayers by spreading the costs of these facilities over time to those benefiting from the use of the facilities.*

Please see page Debt Analysis section page E-13 for updates to Adopted budget.

*
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WHAT IS

INCLUDED
PERSONNEL
The most significant operational increases for
the FY23 budget are costs related to personnel,
including a significant pay adjustment for public
safety, a phase 1 increase in general government
salaries, health insurance costs, and an increase
to VRS premium. Included in the FY23 proposed
budget is $1 million for competitive salary
adjustments for the Police and Fire departments
and $450,000 to address salary disparities with
general government. The budget also funds
an 11% increase in employee health insurance
premiums and $348,000 to adjust mandated VRS
contributions.

General Fund Budget
FY23 Compared to FY22
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NEW FTE

SIGNIFICANT INCREASES
GENERAL GOVERNMENT

$589,320

Increases include cost-of-living, merit and
other salary adjustments that occured
during FY22. Also included is the addition of
a financial data analyst, the City’s share of
the cost for a school lobbyist, increases in
health insurance and VRS cost, increases in
IT maintenance contracts, and professional
services contractual increases. The City
Manager’s contingency increased to address
any additional unanticipated inflationary cost.

The City of Williamsburg operates with a
small staff of 220 full-time-equivalent
positions. The FY23 budget includes
adding one full-time financial analyst
position to aid in the construction
of reports from our financial record
system, one full-time youth program coordinator to
manage the expanded year-round youth programs,
and conversion of the part-time graphic design
specialist to a full-time position. Other changes
impacting the approved staff count include the
conversion of four contract positions to benefited
positions within the Human Services Department
due to changes in VRS requirements, as well as the
conversion of a full-time parking manager position
into two part-time parking ambassadors to more
appropriately fund parking office activities. While
these changes do not represent increased staffing
levels they do impact the total FTE count of the City,
raising the count to 227.

EDUCATION

$459,125
The Williamsburg-James City County School
division contract is being renegotiated for
a five-year term in 2023 and bases the
City’s share of expenses on the number of
City students in the system. The increase
of 5% results from an increase in WJCC’s
operational budget and a slight increase in the
City’s shared cost percentage, from 9.68% to
9.98%.

HUMAN SERVICES

PUBLIC SAFETY

The Human Services category increase
accommodates the addition of a full-time
youth program coordinator and mandated
increases to the public assistance fund.
Some of the total costs for these changes are
lowered by state shared funding.

The FY23 increase in public safety costs is
attributable to the retention and recruitment
pay plan implemented in April 2022, mandated
increases in VRS retirement contributions and
health insurance, and additional funding for
police and fire uniforms.

$229,189
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$1,504,871
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WHAT IS NOT

INCLUDED

REMAINING NEEDS
During the budget development, department heads
and constitutional officers were asked to limit their
requests to what is necessary to maintain service
levels and to continue progress on FY23 capital
improvement projects already in the five-year
plan. Meetings were held with each department
and constitutional office to review and discuss the
requests. Increases were held to only the highest
priority needs, as well as contractual and rate
increases.
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TRUE SCHOOL CAPACITY
EXPANSION COSTS
The five-year Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) includes the school district’s expansion project, currently expected to be additional pre-school
space. The project is undefined as of yet, with true costs and schedules
unknown. The City has budgeted an estimated share of the total costs,
which may be adjusted as the district completes its plan.

INFLATION COSTS
CONTINGENCY
Original drafts of our budget included additional contingency amounts
for capital projects to accommodate the impacts of inflation. These
additional amounts were removed to accommodate lower revenues for
the CIP.

GENERAL GOVERNMENT PAY PLAN
ADJUSTMENT
During budget development a standing committee was formed to consider changes to the pay plan to make recruitment and retention easier
through competitive wages. A significant adjustment was made in the
FY23 budget for public safety positions. Additional funding will be needed to address the needed changes identified in the general government
positions.

UNKNOWN STATE
FUNDING PLANS
This year the General Assembly adjourned without adopting a budget.
The Governor has called a special session to complete the state budgeting process. Many local funding issues, such as the disposition of
the grocery tax and gas tax, are still undecided. This budget will need to
be modified to reflect any increases or decreases that result from the
pending state actions.
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THE

FUTURE
THINGS TO WATCH
One prominent budget scholar noted that budget
planning during the last two years has been like
trying to swim out of quicksand. The degree
of uncertainty has made it nearly impossible
to accurately model future year REVENUE
SHORTFALLS. While the Williamsburg strategy
of conservative and flexible budgeting has served
us well, uncertainty and several areas to watch
remain.
Last year we started modeling a five-year plan for
the operating budget. While it shows a positive
finish to each of the five years ahead, the surplus is
less than half of what it has historically been. This
poses a threat as we work to maintain a reserve
year over year. This General Fund Reserve is an
an accurate bellwether of a locality’s financial
health and resiliency and one of the factors
rating agencies use when assigning a credit
rating because it indicates a locality’s capacity to
manage through economic downturns and provide
critical services, while maintaining its ability to pay
debt obligations.
A second area of concern is continued INFLATION,
which increases costs for government services
and greatly affects our tourism economy as it
reduces discretionary spending.
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We will also be watching as the Federal Reserve
attempts to arrest historic inflation by raising
INTEREST RATES. We have two potential bonds
planned in the next five years, with a significant
amount to borrow. While the public markets better
insulate borrowers from high interest, our cost
for money will increase, limiting our ability to fund
needed projects.
We will be looking for signs of a RECESSION. As
inflation impacts the cost of living and COVID relief
funds are removed from the open market, we may
see a contraction. How steep the correction and
how long it lasts will determine the total impact on
tourism-dependent communities.
Consumer CONFIDENCE and economic issues will
be another factor to carefully monitor. As we exit
COVID-19 restrictions, consumers and travelers
are returning to normal. However, economic
concerns resulting from international tensions may
slow this trend.
Finally, SALARIES will continue to be a factor
as regional competitiveness for workforce
tightens. Currently, hourly wages are exceeding
$24 for some retail positions. We are competing
for a smaller pool of qualified applicants with
higher starting salaries than some long-tenured
employees. The worker shortage is likely to
continue to be an issue nationwide.
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“Without continual growth and
progress, such words as
improvement, achievement, and
success have no meaning.”
B ENJAMIN FRA N K L IN
FINAL THOUGHTS

THINGS TO CONSIDER
During the last few years we have
demonstrated the importance of strong
fiscal reserves. Our commitment to fiscal
conservancy and maintaining financial
strength and resiliency, through strong
financial policies, have enabled us to “Bridge”
the impacts of the recent pandemic. These
uncommitted funds are a tool that allow
nimble adjustment to circumstances outside
of a financial model. We should continue our
efforts to maintain the general fund reserve
and work to build new stabilization pools
for expenses like school costs and capital
construction. These funds will help insulate
the revenue streams to reduce the likelihood
of needed real property tax rate increases.
Our next steps include “Reforming” and
“Transforming.” To transform our future, we
must continue to invest in capital projects that
maintain or improve the City’s assets and grow
our tourism economy. These investments will
be the best strategy for maintaining one of
the lowest tax and rate structures in Virginia.
Despite the turbulent times we have traveled
through and have before us, we must move
forward toward achieving the goals and
initiatives City Council has established.
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The COVID-19 pandemic had significant
impacts on all aspects of life, many of them
unanticipated. The last two years have been
challenging professionally and personally
for most of us. The pandemic brought about
economic challenges that have changed
our financial landscape. I am both proud
and thankful for the courageous leadership
of our City Council. They provided the
necessary flexibility and trust that enabled
the City to navigate through the pandemic
and maintain the City’s hallmark financial
stability. I am equally proud of City staff,
who diligently provided high-quality
services in a unique and uncertain time.
Williamsburg’s financial strength enabled
us to weather this storm successfully
and will be the key to doing so again. Last
year I closed the budget message noting
that the future of Williamsburg that we all
envision is on the other side of the bridge.
Now on the precipice of Fiscal Year 2023
we can see that future and it is, in fact, One
Williamsburg.
Thank you for the continued honor of
serving as your city manager and it is my
privilege to offer the City of Williamsburg’s
2023 fiscal year budget for adoption by
City Council.
Andrew Omer Trivette
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Government Finance Officers Association
“The process for recovering from financial distress has three stages BRIDGE,
REFORM, and TRANSFORM.
(1) The Bridge Stage is about getting through the immediate crisis and creating
breathing room to make more sustainable reforms.
(2) In the Reform Stage, Stabilization of finances isn’t enough. The organization
needs a vision to create a strong financial foundation and a thriving community.
(3) The Transform Stage is where the organization goes above and beyond
where it was when it started financial decline.”
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